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Oswald reported for duty at the Marine Corps recruit depot in 
San Diego on October 26, 1956, and was assigned to the Second 
Training Battalion. There, he was given a series of aptitude tests 
and scored slightly below average.' He was also trained in the use 
of the M-1 rifle.' On December 21, 1956, after three weeks of 
training, he shot 212, two points over the score required for a 
"sharpshooter" qualification, the second highest in the Marine 
Corps.' Such a score indicated that from the standing position,-he 
could hit a ten-inch bull's-eye, from a minimum of 200 yards, 
eight times out of ten.' Shortly before he left the Marine Corps, in 
May 1959, Oswald again certified himself on a firing range. Al-
though he then had no motivation and his disgust for the Marines 
was high, he still managed to score 191, enough to qualify as a 

I5 "marksman. „ Sgt. James Zahm, the NCO in charge of the marks-
manship training unit, said, "In the Marine Corps he is a good 
shot, slightly above average . . . and as compared to the average 
male . . . throughout the United States, he is an excellent shot."8' 

Oswald left San Diego in January 1957, and through that sum- 

'Harold Weisberg stated that "Oswald's marksmanship ... was poor ...” 
Jim Garrison is merciless in his attack on Oswald's rifle ability, saying he 
was "terrible," a "notoriously poor shot," and had "an abysmal marksman-
ship record in the Marines." Yet those in charge of the marksmanship 
branch praised Oswald's ability and said he was easily capable of carrying 
out the JFK assassination. It "was an easy shot for a man with the equip- 
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the source of the ammunition. Oswald was never connected with either the ammunition or the clip in which it was contained. The clip did not come with the rifle. The empty cartridge cases from which the bullets were presumed to have been fired and the live cartridge had all been in this rifle on a previous occasion and/or in another uni-dentified and ignored rifle. Mysteriously, the police suspended their investigation of the source of the ammunition without tracing it to Oswald. The police also swore to contradictory and conflicting state_ manta about what they did with the empty shells. 
Nonetheless, the Report concludes that Oswald had the skill re_ quirea for the assassination and that the rifle was the assassination weapon. What it does not ignore about the ammunition it is satisfied to presume, even in the presence of contrary evidence. It also pre_ sumes Oswald's possession of the rifle and ammunition and, on the basis of these presumptions, concludes that Oswald was the marksman who committed murder. 

This is the official opinion of the Marine Corps, 
that Oswald was a "poor" shot. 
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For Course "A", as shown above, qualification scores were as follows: 
EXPERT —220; SHARPSHOOTER —210; MARKS:-.AN —190 . 
For the Course marked "B", the qualification is: 
EXPERT —225; SHARPSHOOTER —215; MARKSMAN —190 
Regarding a comparison of the Marine Corps' requirements with those of the other services, it is believed that the requirements of the other services can be best obtained by you directly from those services. Enclosed, however, are copies of Marine Corps regulations describing the several marksmanship courses. These were effective at the time Oswald was on active duty in the Marine Corps. 
The Marine Corps considers that any reasonable application of the instructions given to Marines should permit them to 
become qualified at least as a marksman. To become qualified as a sharpshooter, the Marine Corps is of the opinion that 
most Marines with a reasonable amount of adaptabili'.v to weapons firing, can become so qualified. Consequently, a low marwsman qualification indicates a rather poor "shot" and a lharpshooter qualification indicates a fairly good "shot". 

	

:mast the foregoing wil' serve 	purpose of your inquiry. 

A. G. FOLSOM, JR. /  
Lieutenant Colonel U. S. Marine Corps 

Head, Records Branch, Personnel Department 
By direction of the Commandant of the Marine :(31-- 

Encl: 
(1) Copies of MARCOR Regs 

describing marksmanship courses 
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to do it, but you don't have the capability ... to fire three shots controlled with accuracy, this boy couldn't do it." 

Commission Assistant Counsel Wesley J. ',labeler asked, "You , ase that judgment on the fact that, in your own experience, it is ifficult to do that sort of thing" 

"Mr. Andrews; You just don't pick up a rifle or a pistol or whatever weapon you are using and stay profic-ient with it. You have to know what you are doing.... Somebody else pulled the trigger ... It's just taking the 5 years (experience) and thinking about it a bit. I have fired as much as 40,000 rounds of ammo a day for 7 days a week. You get pretty good with It as long as you keep firing. Then I have gone back after 2 weeks. used to be able to take a shotgun, go on a skeet, and pop 100 out of 100. After 2 weeks, I could only pop 60 of them. I would have to start again, same way with the rifle and machineguns. Every other person I knew, same thing happened to them. You just have to stay in it." 
Assuming what was never true, that Oswald was a skilled marks_ In, how, where and with what did he practice to maintain this skill? "ere is testimony from a number of witnesses proving that a person 'en at shooting galleries and looking like (J awald was not and could A have been him. There remains only the word of Marina, and all le said was that in New Orleans she saw him practice using the bolt id the scope, "dry rune", with a weapon she did not recognize, and i the dark) Even her unbelievable allegation that Oswald fired one diet at General Edwin Walker is entirely without support. The ex-,rt testimony by FBI Ballistics Expert Robert A. Frazier was that could not state even the manufacture of either the rifle or the diet (314429-40). The only bullet the Commission ever "knew" Oswald red from his rifle was this Walker bullet. Oswald's marksmanship in the Marine Corps, several years earlier, s poor, despite the efforts of the Report to establish otherwise. nonetheless concludes "that Oswald had the capability with a rifle ich enabled him to commit the assassination" (R19,195). The method which this transformation was accomplished is of admirable sim-icity: First, make invalid comparisons and then, when you get the st possible testimony, if it does not suit pour purpose, just keep raping the barrel until you do get what you want. During his Marine Corps career, Oswald was twice tested in rksmanahip. The first time came after an extensive period of train-; and under skilled supervision, with an excellent weapon with ich he was thoroughly familiar and ammunition of unquestioned de_ ',debility. After first firing at least 250 rounds, he just man_ K1 to make the grade mistakenly called "Sharpshooter". This is of three designatinne used by the Services to describe rifle Ill. It is actually only the middle grade, the top being "Expert 'lesbian". At that time, Oswald did make the middle grade, not ir the top. In a later test, when not under the intensive train-;, he did very badly. He just made the very bottom of the lowest Lae that everybody has to make, placing but a single bullet over absolute minimum in the target. And even this was with a known epon he had fired several hundred times and handled regularly! The Commission asked the Marine Corps for information "relative Marksmanship capabilities of Lee Harvey Oswald". From the need_ rters of the Marine Corps came a response dated June 8, 1964, by utenant-CoIonel A. G. Folsom, Jr., head of the Records Branch of Personnel Branch, "by direction of the Commandant of the Marine 'pa" (19H16-8). Colonel Folsom also correlated proficiency with ctice. He atated, "The Marine Corps cdIelders that any reasona_ 
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ble application of the instructions given to Marines should permit 
them to be qualified as at least a marksman. To become qualified as 
a sharpshooter, the Marine Corps is of the opinion that most Marines 
with a reasonable amount of adaptability to weapons firing so become 
qualified. Consequently a low marksman qualification indicates a 
rather poor 'shot' and a sharpshooter qualification is a fairly good 
Ishot,." 

So, Oswald at hie military best was only "fairly good" and at 
the end of his service was a "poor shot". 

To offset this destruction of its sand castle, the Commission 
compared Oswald with a number of men who have spent their lives fir-
ing and studying weapons, men of the highest competence, firing 
weapons regularly as part of their livelihoods for all or most of 
their adult years, men who had had scientific weapons training. 
Then on July 24, 1964, the Commission called James A. Salim, a Marine 
non-commissioned officer in weapons training(11B306ff.). Sahel was 
willing to call Oswald a good shot. But even he specified a minimum 
of ten practice shots as prerequisite in the use of the telescopic 
sight (R192). And this, of course, assumed a good telescpic 

After deliberation, the Report concludes that Oswald s Marine 
experience, "his other rifle experience (a bad performance with a .22 
rifle) and his established familiarity with this particular weapon 
(totally non-existent) slow that he possessed ample capability to 
commit the assassination' (R195). 

Just how easy were these assassination shots? Could the per-
formance be regarded as within the "capability" of a man who was at 
the time less practiced than when the Marli ne Corps several years 
earlier had evaluated him as a "poor shot ? 

The Commission arranged what it presumably considered a fair 
test, with its three genuine marksmen, rated as master by the Na-
tional Rifle Association" (R193). "The marksmen took as much time  
as the wanted for the first target mud all hit the target. For the y  
first Pour attempts, ... missed the second shot. ... Five of the six 
shots hit the third target ..."(R193). And they were firing at still 
targets, not moving, living thingsl 

These three really were "masters". Two were civilians in the 
Small Arms Division of the Army's Development and Proof Services, and 
the third man was in the Army and bad "a considerable background aeg 
rifleman" (3R445). Yet even they were not able to do what the Report 
says Lee Harvey Oswald, the poor shot in the Marines, when out of 
practice, "had ample capacity to commit". 

There is no reason to doubt that the ten-dollar rifle could be 
fired accurately. The improbability of an assassin ordering his 
weapon by mail when the same weapon was readily available locally 
(20163) is not referred to in the Report, nor is his getting such a 
cheap weapon for such serious shooting. But the testimony of the 
experts is clear and unequivocal. The rifle could be fired accurate-
ly. (3H390ff.) Only not at the time of the assassination and not  
when received at the PM laboratories in Washington, for Initial  
tesfIn  or at Tdgewood Arsenal for further tests.  

kdbert A. Fi.izier, the FBIrs expert, said, "When we attempted 
to sight this rifle at Quantico we found that the elevation adjust-
ment in the telescopic sight was not sufficient to bring the point of 
impact to the aiming point. ... every time we changed the adjusting 
screws to move the crosshairs in the telescopic sight in one direc-
tion it also affected the movement of the ... point of impact in the 
other direction." The defect in the sight was structural (3H140$). 
So, "... we left the rifle (alone) as soon as it became stabilized 
and fired all of our shots with the point of impact actually high 
and to the light". Frazier did not know the nature of "the defect 
in the scope but he had noticed a damage from which "the scope tube 
could have been bent or damaged" (3H406). After some experimentation, 
they learned that "you could take an aiming point low and to the left" 
and fire accurately (3H407). Such experimentation and adjustment were 
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Oswald reported for duty at the Marine Corps recruit depot in 

San Diego on October 26, 1956, and was assigned to the Second 

Training Battalion. There, he was given a series of aptitude tests 

and scored slightly below average.' He was also trained in the use 

of the M-1 rifle.2  On December 21, 1956, after three weeks of 

training, he shot 212, two points over the score required for a 

"sharpshooter" qualification, the second highest in the Marine 

Corps.' Such a score indicated that from the standing position, he 

could hit a ten-inch bull's-eye, from a minimum of 200 yards, 

eight times out of ten.' Shortly before he left the Marine Corps, in 

May 1959, Oswald again certified himself on a firing range. Al-

though he then had no motivation and his disgust for the Marines 

was high, he still managed to score 191, enough to qualify as a 

"marksman."' Sgt. James Zahm, the NCO in charge of the marks-

manship training unit, said, "In the Marine Corps he is a good 

shot, slightly above average . . . and as compared to the average 

male . .. throughout the United States, he is an excellent shot."6' 

Oswald left San Diego in January 1957, and through that sum- 

'Harold Weisberg stated that "Oswald's marksmanship .. . was poor ..." 

Jim Garrison is merciless in his attack on Osvvald's rifle ability-saying he .. , 

was 'terrible," a "notoriously poor shot," and had "an abysmal marksman- ' 

ship record in the Marines." Yet those in charge of the marksmanship 

branch praised Oswald's ability and said he was easily capable of carrying 

out the JFK assassination. It "was an easy shot for a man with the equip- 
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mer he proceeded from infantry training at Camp Pendleton to 

an introductory course on radar at Jacksonville, Florida, to basic 

instruction in aircraft surveillance at Keesler Air Force Base in 

Biloxi, Mississippi.' In early May, he was routinely promoted to 

private first. class and given a clearance to handle confidential 

material.' 
His progress in the Marines appeared normal on paper, but he 

had already developed a reputation as an eccentric among the 

other men. Allen Felde, a fellow recruit who served with him at 

both San Diego and Camp Pendleton, said he was a "left-winger" 

who was not popular with the other recruits and was avoided by 

most of them.8  Daniel Powers, a senior Marine at Keesler, re-

called, "My first impression . . is that he was somewhat, to use 

the term, [a] 'loner.' "9  Powers thought he was "meek . . . could 

easily be led," and "his general personality would alienate the 

group against him."" Other Marines unmercifully razzed him 

"as the frail little puppy in the litter," and he was nicknamed 

Ozzie Rabbit, because of his meekness. He used weekend passes 

to escape, returning the almost one hundred miles to his native 

city of New Orleans.10  

ment he had and his ability," said Sgt. Zahn. Major Eugene Anderson, of the 

marksmanship branch, said the assassination shots ''were not particularly 

difficult" and that, based on his Marine record, "Oswald had full capabilities 

to make this shot." 
'Oswald had the lowest-level security clearance, "confidential." Two fel-

low Marines believed he had a "secret" clearance, though they admitted it 

was merely a hunch and not based on direct knowledge. The House Select 

Committee on Assassinations investigated the question in the late 1970s, 

reviewing all relevant military files, and concluded Oswald did not have a 

higher clearance. 

"Powers was perhaps the first person, but certainly not the last, to think 

Oswald was homosexual. "He had a lot of feminine characteristics," he re-

called. Another Marine, David Christie, stayed away from him beceluse he 

thought he was gay. Although he seldom went to bars with other Marines, 

several recall that while stationed in Japan, Oswald visited a transvestite 

bar in Yamato, a club with which he seemed familiar. When stationed in ; 

California, Oswald once crossed with a group of Marines to Tijuana, Mexico. 

There, he took them to a run-down gay bar, the Flamingo. Several recalled 

that Oswald seemed to know the place and people. 
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